
You shoot for the stars
If it (1)________________ right
And in for my (2)________________
If you feel like
Can take me away, and make it 
okay
I (3)________________ I'll 
(4)________________

You wanted (5)________________
Sure we (6)________________
I put on a (7)________________
Now I make it
You say I'm a kid
My (8)________________ is big
I don't give a shit
And it goes like this

Take me by the (9)________________
And I'll (10)________________ you
(11)________________ til you're drunk
And I'll (12)________________ you

CHORUS
(13)________________ the moves 
(14)________________ jagger
(15)________________ the moves 
(16)________________ jagger
(17)________________ the mooooooves 
(18)________________ jagger

I don't even try to (19)________________ you
(20)________________ into my 
(21)________________ and I'll own you

CHORUS 

Baby it's hard
And it feel like you're (22)________________ in 
scar
Nothing feels right
But when you're with me
I make you 
(23)________________
That I've got the key

So get in the 
(24)________________
We can 

(25)________________ it
Wherever you want
Get inside it
And you want to steer
But I'm (26)________________

I'll take it from (27)________________
And it goes like this

Take me by the (28)________________
And I'll (29)________________ you
(30)________________ til you're drunk
And I'll (31)________________ you

CHORUS

I don't even try to (32)________________ you
Look into my (33)________________ and I'll 
(34)________________ you

CHORUS

You want to know how to make me 
(35)________________
Take control, own me just for the night
But if I (36)________________ my 
(37)________________
You gonna have to (38)________________ it
(39)________________ (40)________________ 
can see this

So (41)________________
I won't show you twice
Head to toe, ooh baby, roll me right
But if I (42)________________ my secret
You gonna have to (43)________________ it
(44)________________ can see this
And it goes like this:
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Connect the Synonyms

control
big
know
behave
swear

huge
understand
act
promise
power
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